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Cover Story

Discover Your Passion!

by Darlene Victoria Gonzalez—D. Victoria
As an entrepreneur you started your business for a variety of reasons, maybe for freedom, for
flexibility or to be able to be home with your children. I started my business because it has always been a lifelong dream. I opened my Virtual Assistant business in February 2008 and like
most first time Virtual Assistants, I based my services around the things I knew I was good at
and have been doing for years. Things like office management, word processing, creating
spreadsheets and data entry. Yes I am good at doing all of these things – but boy looking at this
list now, do I find them boring with a capital B!
Why did I have them on my list of services to begin with? The truth is I didn’t know any better.
At the time I thought I enjoyed them, in hindsight I wasn’t passionate about them, at all. I was
skilled and qualified, but passionate I was not. After some trials and tribulations, including
some projects I abhorred, I learned that it is possible to build a business around doing the things
you are good at and are passionate about too.
In May 2008 I started my own audio podcast – called A Virtual Perception. I had no previous
experience with audio podcasting; in fact, my first podcast episode was recorded using a PlayStation 3 microphone and the free audio editing program called Audacity (I still use Audacity
today, by the way). I spent two whole weeks recording and editing my very first podcast. I
loved, I repeat, I loved every single minute of it.
I found out very quickly, that a lot goes into producing a podcast too. A great deal of time is
spent on determining show topics, guest research, scheduling guests, updating my website, podcast feeds, recording and editing – the list just goes on and on. Over the past year and a half, I
have been learning everything I can about audio podcasting, honing my skills and my processes. The testimonials I receive from guests and listeners alike have been positive and super
supportive. Soon enough, it became clear to me that I should offer podcast production as a service. Why not? I am passionate about it and good at it too.
Because I have a passion for what I do, I am inspired every single day with new thoughts and
ideas for my show. A Virtual Perception airs live now once a month on Blog Talk Radio and I
am currently auditioning co-hosts for the live show. Something new I am also doing this month
is airing a live video podcast on Ustream – entitled “Taking it on the Road” The episode will
focus on running your business while traveling. I will actually be in route to Venice, Florida
from New Jersey when the episode airs.
As a business owner, you owe it to yourself and to your clients to be offering services that you
are truly passionate about. With passion comes inspiration and out of inspiration comes amazing results.
Simply by picking up a microphone one day to see what would happen, I learned a new skill,
one I am passionate about and found a way to incorporate it into my business. You can too.
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Cover Story
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Discover Your Passion!

How can you determine what you are most passionate about? Do this simple exercise to get
started. Take out a piece of paper. Write down every single thing you know how to do and are
very good at doing. Then, read through your list and cross off all of the things you don’t enjoy
doing. If you are great at data entry, but find it boring – cross it off of your list. Soon enough,
you will have a list of items that you can utilize to help you determine the services you can offer
in your virtual assistant business and the best thing, they should be the things you are most passionate about. What happens if you find you aren’t passionate about anything that could possibly relate to your virtual assistant business? Think outside of the box.
Maybe you love to design jewelry in your spare time. You can still incorporate some facet of
that into your business. Market your services to jewelry designers. Who better to assist a jewelry designer than someone that is passionate about jewelry themselves?
Remember; don’t feel like you have to offer a particular service because that is all you know
how to do. If you learn a new skill and find you are great at it and have a passion for it too –
take hold of that passion. Soon enough you may very well find you have a niche to call your
very own and it is one that you are passionate about.
Darlene Victoria Gonzalez, Owner: Darlene owner of D. Victoria
and resident podcasting guru developed a true passion for all things
web related after graduating with honors from a web design program
in 2001. She instantly began putting her skills to good use, designing web sites and creating
video productions for family and friends. Darlene has worked in the healthcare, non-profit,
home improvements, real estate and information technology industries and has held positions
such as Office Manager and Office Administrator.
Now as the owner of D. Victoria, Darlene uses her experience and education to guides small
businesses through the multimedia process, including assistance with podcast, video and voice
over production, as well as, web and blog design and maintenance. With over 5 years of office
management experience under her belt, Darlene oversees all of D. Victoria’s projects.
Darlene is the host of A Virtual Perception, a podcast that provides resources to the virtual assistant industry. No stranger to the web, but new to podcasting, Darlene decided to pick up the
microphone one day to see what would happen. One year and many episodes later, Darlene has
found that podcasting is a true life passion. She found that podcasting, as well as, video marketing is a great way to connect not only with an audience, but with clients and potential clients
alike. She hopes to bring this passion to the forefront for other entrepreneurs; showing them
firsthand that they too, can reap the benefits of these amazing web technologies.
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Amplify Your Business with our Podcast Production Services


Podcast production packages for the new or seasoned podcaster.



Audio editing services for audio projects, like audio books, podcasts and conference calls.



Podcast production support including audio uploads, guest research and more.



Guidance and support through consulting for those that want to produce their
own podcast, but just don’t know where to start.

We make getting your audio project off the ground as effortless as possible. Oh,
and we make it fun too! Click Here to Get Started.

Increase Your Visibility with our Video Production Services


Video Editing Services for your digital video projects.



Storyboard collaboration helps you with creating a vision for your project.



Video Tutorials teach your clients how to use your software or website.



YouTube Support including video uploading and subscriber management.

Get in front of your clients in a whole new way with video marketing. We make it
easy and effortless.
Never has marketing been so easy – or so much fun! Click Here to Get Started.
D. Victoria
PO Box 414
Landing, NJ 07850
Telephone: 973-288-1298
http://www.mypodcastharmony.com/trueharmony/
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Tech Talk

by JoCarole Carpenter

As Virtual Assistants, we cannot downplay how much we need and use our computers
every day. So it is of the utmost importance that we take good care of them so they
will be around a long time. I have included a link directly below which will show you
how to clean your PC tower. This is a common problem which is easy to fix but if
left undone can cause air flow problems with your fan(s) inside your computer tower.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChqFGiUIBaI

10 Safety Tips to keep your computer running smoothly
This list is not inclusive; it is just a sampling of elements to include in any basic computer maintenance program. There are software programs, both free and paid versions, that will help keep your computer safe from
hackers. In the upcoming months I will be talking about these topics in more detail. But for now, I just
wanted to give you a short and quick list of the types of programs that I use on my own computers and some
preventive maintenance tips that I use on a regular schedule.
1.

Backup your files and e-mail messages. I backup using 3 different
processes.

2.

Keep your keyboard clean and get rid of dust build-up inside the tower.

3.

Install a good firewall

4.

Install a good anti-virus program (AV)

5.

Install an anti- spyware program

6.

Install an anti-adware program

7.

Use secure passwords

8.

Adjust your settings for automatic Windows updates

9.

If you are using wireless laptop technology, your network should be secure so it cannot be breached.
You may want to consult a professional technician in this instance.

10.

Schedule time for regular maintenance work.

Video – how to clean your keyboard
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wafB8IBkP0M
JoCarole Carpenter, President of Shore Office Services. JoCarole is a seasoned Virtual Assistant and
entrepreneur with over 25 years of experience in upper level management and administration. My specialty is providing solutions for solopreneurs. Courtesy of www.shoreofficeservices.com. All rights
reserved 2009.
Disclaimer:
The information in this article is solely my opinion only and as such, I hereby disclaim any legal liabilities or responsibility for the content in
this document and any video clips which are embedded in same document, any inaccuracies, typographic errors, information that is not correct
in any shape, way or form. Anyone reading this document is doing so at their own risk and assumes responsibility for same. I do not recommend any product or service that may be part of this document. I am not dispensing any legal or professional advice, nor am I prescribing any
treatment or strategy. It is advised that you contact a professional for any computer technology problems or questions that you may have. Information is only given for educational and/or entertainment purposes only.
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How to Create a Business Name that Brings Business!
By Kathleen Vargas

Choosing your name should be the easy part, right? Not necessarily. There are many things to
consider when choosing a name for your business; you are going to need to put some thought into it.
The first thing you need to do is brainstorm. Talk with your family, friends and colleagues at
Virtual Assistant Forums (www.virtualassistantforums.com) or the International Virtual Assistants
Association (www.ivaa.org). You can also access websites like www.naming.net or
www.rhymer.com to help with coming up with ideas for your business name. Take into consideration what services you will offer and the clients you want to target. If you include “Real Estate
VA” as part of your business name, are you comfortable with possibly limiting yourself to just the
real estate niche? You will want to stick with something that works for your niche but doesn't
isolate you from other services you may want to offer.
How do the names sound when you say them? Now that you have some possibilities, say each of
the names out loud. Speaking the names can help narrow down your list because sometimes just
saying the name out loud can make or break it. Keep in mind that prospective clients need to be
able to pronounce your name as well. Most important, your business name should sound professional and businesslike. You want to be original and stand out in a crowd so steer clear of a plain
name; you will sound too generic and blend in. Your ultimate goal is to attract clients to you and
have them remember your name. Consider tag lines and logos, how will they all work together?
Everything needs to work together and mesh to create a streamlined business brand.
Once you have narrowed your list of possibilities, it’s off to the internet. Your first stop should be
to check the availability of the domain name.
 Is it available?
 How does the name look all bunched together?
 Is it easily misspelled?
If you choose not to spell a word the traditional way, consider the possibility that clients will not be
able to find you. Also keep in mind the length of your name, is it too long for your clients to remember? Your business name has to be user friendly for your customers. People won’t type in
www.allthelettersofthealphabettwice.com to find you.
Legal guidelines should be followed as in all aspects of opening a business. Consult the Small
Business Administration’s website (www.sba.gov) for more information on the legal guidelines of
naming your business. Then register with the government (local, state and federal) and check to
make sure you are not duplicating an existing business’ name.
Starting a business is not an easy task, but it’s important that you take the time to think about your
business name and what it says about you and what you will be doing to service others. It will be
the first thing your client sees and will appear on your website, business cards, and all of your
marketing materials. Will your business name bring business to you?
Kathleen Vargas is a Virtual Assistant and the owner of The Office Virtuoso. Kathleen has been assisting senior-level
management for over 15 years. To find out more about Kathleen or how partnering with a Virtual Assistant can assist
your business, visit http://www.theofficevirtuoso.com/ or email Kathleen at: kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com.
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Call
Today
www.theofficevirtuoso.com
You can put your trust in
The Office Virtuoso.
In today's fast-paced business
world, we provide
prompt, professional service and
exceptional quality.
We have over 15 years of
administrative support
experience to rely upon.
Our unparalleled service,
competitive prices, and overall
value are why our loyal
customers won't go anywhere
else.

(708) 385-2920
kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com
PO Box 471
Midlothian, IL 60445

Our Services:
Spreadsheet design
Word processing
Data entry
Transcription
Power Point presentations
Correspondence (personal or
business)
Copy proofreading
Editing
Contracts
Invoices
Internet research
Traditional research
Calendar management
Appointment scheduling
Meeting coordination
Reminder services
Travel arrangements
Event planning
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Why You Should Care About Web Site Accessibility
During a recent `educational seminar conducted by a friend and
business leader, the dialogue turned to the importance of web site
accessibility. Incredulous, a seminar attendee inquired, “Why in the world would a
blind person need a computer?” In the equally incredulous and reproachful commentary that followed, it occurred to me that there are probably a great many otherwise very bright and capable individuals who wonder the same thing. If you have
never been exposed to someone who is blind and who makes efficient use of assistive
technology to accomplish tasks, then how would you have the slightest idea what is
possible? A few short minutes with a search engine can reveal a universe you might
not have known existed. Sometimes, the truth is that we must admit that we don’t
even know what we don’t know.

By Laura Legendary

If you are a business owner, you might agree that the most rudimentary business
model would be to sell as much as you can to as many as you can. With that in mind,
it would make little sense to prohibit the entire population of Michigan, Minnesota,
Montana and Missouri from patronizing your business. Yet, that is analogous to what
would happen if you overlook the benefits of making your web site accessible to people who have vision loss.
According to the statistical snapshots taken by the National Center For Health Statistics, in the 2006 National Health Interview Survey (cdc.gov/nchs), approximately 21.2
million people in the U. S. have significant vision loss. In this case, the definition of vision
loss is a broad one, but it includes individuals who have reported that they have trouble seeing even with glasses or contacts, as well as individuals who reported that they
cannot see anything at all. The survey did not, however, include anyone under the
age of 18, nor did it include individuals living in institutionalized housing, such as nursing
homes or assisted living facilities. Of the 21 plus million, a significant portion are regular
computer users. About 8 million have a post-secondary education, and 14 million or
so have a household income of over $20,000 per year. Approximately 9 million are
baby boomers.
Computer users who are blind or who have low vision make use of assistive technology
that enables their computer to talk to them. This is achieved either by using the accessibility features already built into the operating system, or by using a software program
called a screen reader, or a combination. A screen reader is a program that translates on-screen text into speech. This speech can approximate a natural human
voice, or it can sound more synthesized or “robotic.” Whether a text-to-speech voice
sounds more or less lifelike is a matter of personal preference, but the newest synthesized voices are fully digitized and sound very natural.
The simplest way to describe how a screen reader works is to say that the software
“speaks” aloud everything that is happening on the screen that a sighted person
could see. This includes, but is not limited to, pull-down menus, dialog boxes, error
messages, icons on the desktop, window title bars, radial buttons, email messages and
documents. Just about anything that can be seen is spoken aloud to a PC user who is
blind.
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Why You Should Care About Web Site Accessibility
What the screen reader is actually “seeing” however, is not necessarily the text that
appears on the computer monitor. The screen reader is in most cases making use of
the underlying HTML or other programming language that is not visible to the end user.
While screen readers can read nearly every kind of web site text you are likely to encounter, what a screen reader cannot do is identify or “read,” a photograph or
graphic. That is, unless the web designer embeds alt tag descriptive text behind the
graphic, where it is not visible to a sighted web user.
If you want your web site visitors to quickly locate the “buy it now” button, or the price
of your merchandise, or a special feature, or your company phone number, it is a
good idea to make that information available to a screen reader through liberal use
of alt tag text. Tool tips can also be voiced aloud by a screen reader program, so
widespread use of pop up hints or tool tips can be very helpful. If your site visitor is
blind or has difficulty manipulating a mouse, the keyboard is used to navigate instead.
Therefore, all functions on your web site should be accessible by way of keyboard
commands. Most screen reader software utilizes the tab key in place of the mouse.
This key is used to jump from link to link, speaking aloud the name of the link as well as
it’s purpose. As a blind computer user, I need to know if the link is a button, data entry
field or edit box, or if it is a link that will take me to more information.
If you are an online business owner, you probably want to make the buying process for
your customers simple and convenient. Even a modest level of accessibility can be
achieved easily, by using “alt tags” throughout your web site. These suggestions are a
bare minimum you might consider as a starting place, however, there is a standard of
compliance as set forth by the W3C. To view a comprehensive set of guidelines for
web accessibility, go to the W3C web site. For an explanation in plain English, go to
Wikipedia. If you would prefer a lively debate on web accessibility as it pertains to usability and current programming platforms, you can find that, too.
America’s largest demographic group, the ‘baby boomers” are our society’s economic
powerhouse. They are America’s greatest generation, as well as the greatest consumers
of goods, services and information. That about covers what you sell online, doesn’t it? As
this aging demographic nears retirement, they will be accompanied by a full compliment
of age and disease related complications, among these, vision loss.
Think about ways in which to increase accessibility to your web properties. In a shifting
economic climate, can any business really afford to be exclusive? If your goal is to sell as
much as you can to as many as you can, consider making the buying process as easy and
as accessible, as possible. To understand the value of web site accessibility is to acknowledge the value of all people, from all walks of life. Accommodating the needs of computer users with disabilities might enhance both your worldview and your bottom line.
Laura Legendary is a speaker, author and educator specializing in disability awareness, advocacy, accessibility and
assistive technology. For corporate, community or caregiver education, visit Eloquent Insights at
http://www.eloquentinsights.com. Find solutions for living with low vision at Accessible Insights
http://www.accessibleinsights.info and give the gift of greater quality of life to yourself or someone you love.
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What are Virtual Assistant Specialties?
by Andrea Jackson
Definition of specialty: A special pursuit, occupation, aptitude, or skill.
Virtual assistants have more to offer than the average secretary or administrative assistant.
When a new entrepreneur comes to the virtual assistant world they come with the skills they have
garnered over several years or sometimes decades in their perspective specialty. This is from the kind of
work they did prior to becoming a virtual assistant. You will find some virtual assistants come to the
virtual assistant industry with Associate Degrees, Bachelor Degrees, Master Degrees as well as PhD’s.
A virtual assistant specialty is a virtual assistant who specializes in a particular field for a particular
target market.
A target market could be real estate brokers, real estate agents, writers, speakers, coaches, physicians,
dentist, lawyers, professors, students, entrepreneurs, engineers, mortgage brokers and just about any
field you can think of.
This is a small list of the different specialties that virtual assistants have experience in:


Advertising / Marketing



Paralegal



Accounting



Program Coordinator



Bookkeeper



Project Manager



Bankruptcy Petition Preparers



Real Estate



Customer Service



Sales



Digital Documentation



Social Media



Event Coordinator



Telemarketer



Ghost Writer



Transcriptionist



Grant Writer



Travel Agent



Graphic Designer



Type Setter



Logo Designer



Website Designer

When deciding on hiring a virtual assistant, check out their websites for their specific specialty.
The following are some keywords to use to find a Virtual Assistant that offers a specialty you may be
looking for:


If you are an attorney you can use keywords such as “Virtual Paralegal Assistant” or “Virtual
Bankruptcy Assistant”.
 If you are a writer or you need copy for a blog or news letter you can use keywords such as
“Ghost Writer” along with the common “Virtual Assistant” as your “AND OR” keyword.
 If you are a writer you can use keywords such as “Ghost Writer”, “Editor”, or “Proofreader”
with the common “Virtual Assistant” as your “AND OR” keyword.
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What are Virtual Assistant Specialties? continued...


If you are a physician you can use keywords such as “Medical Transcription” and “Medical Billing” along with the common “Virtual Assistant” as your “AND OR” keyword.
 If you are a CPA firm you can use keywords such as “Bookkeeper” or “Accountant” along with
the common “Virtual Assistant” as your “AND OR” keyword.
Using keywords for your specific specialty area along with the common Virtual Assistant will help you
find the virtual assistant you need.
There are many more specialty virtual assistants that it would take pages and pages to go through them
all. This article is to give you an idea on what types of specialty virtual assistants there are and the many
years of experience they bring to your business.
Copyright 2009 Andrea Jackson All rights reserved.

Eloquent Insights is a sole proprietorship business that offers speaking services
for your conference, classroom or community event. Eloquent Insights is one of
several online destinations that use the Insights name. All are owned by Laura
Legendary, of Legendary Insights. Laura has been a speaking professional since
1998, and Eloquent Insights first went online in 2004.
At In-Home Insights, you'll find information for social services professionals, inhome health care providers and family caregivers. You can sign up for the free
newsletter, “Bits of Insight”, and you can peruse products for aids to daily living
and greater independence.
At Accessible Insights, you will find assistive technology solutions and information specifically for those who are coping with vision loss. You can get to each
from the lobby of Legendary Insights. There you will also be able to make a donation to the Legendary Insights Foundation, established in loving memory of
Billy Ray Legendary.
For more information about any of the web sites or products offered by Eloquent
Insights, please visit www.eloquentinsights.com and fill the contact us form or fill
out the Request For Service form, where you can describe your needs or special
event.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Press Release

NAWBO APPOINTS HELEN HAN PRESIDENT AND CEO
Han Will Lead the Only Dues Paying Organization Representing
the Interests of More than 10.1 Million Women Entrepreneurs in the U.S.
Washington D.C.—The National Association of Women Business Owners (NAWBO) has taken the next
step in its organizational evolution by appointing Helen Han to the position of President & CEO.
Ms. Han has been working with NAWBO as an independent consultant in the role of Interim Executive
Director since May 2008. Over the past 18 months, she has led NAWBO through an extensive opera‐
tional transformation to streamline its processes, reallocate its resources and position the organization
to serve its members and business community better. Ms. Han previously served as the CEO of the Los
Angeles Chapter of NAWBO; was the senior program manager at the Price Center for Entrepreneurial
Studies at the UCLA Anderson Graduate School of Management; and ran her own entrepreneurial busi‐
ness for more than seven years.
"In Helen, NAWBO has found a leader who is equal to the task of moving the organization to the next
level of success," said NAWBO 2009‐2010 Chair Wendy Lopez.
NAWBO's mission is to propel women entrepreneurs into economic, social and political spheres of
power worldwide by:
 Strengthening the wealth‐creating capacity of its members and promoting economic devel‐
opment within the entrepreneurial community
 Creating innovative and effective change in the business culture
 Building strategic alliances, coalitions and affiliations
 Transforming public policy and influencing opinion makers
Just as many of its member businesses are taking steps to re‐align so they can compete more effec‐
tively in the current economic downturn, NAWBO is also developing a long‐term strategic plan that will
enable the organization to build the capacity of women‐owned businesses and strengthen the infra‐
structure of its more than 80 local chapters. Additionally, NAWBO is focused on building its resources,
expanding its reach within the business community, advocating on behalf of women‐owned busi‐
nesses, and developing an infrastructure to sustain future growth.
"It's an exciting time for NAWBO," says Ms. Han. "I am honored to have the opportunity to lead an or‐
ganization that has played such a critical role in promoting women's entrepreneurship for the past 35
years."
CLICK HERE for a full interview with NAWBO.
About NAWBO Founded in 1975, NAWBO propels women entrepreneurs into economic, social and political
spheres of power worldwide. More than thirty‐five years later, NAWBO is still the only organization that solely
represents the interest of women entrepreneurs in all industries. The organization's mission is to strengthen the
wealth‐creating capacity of its members and promote economic development; to create innovative and effective
change in the business culture; to build strategic alliances, coalitions and affiliations; and to transform public pol‐
icy and influence opinion makers. To learn more about NAWBO, visit www.nawbo.org.
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ACTION JACKSON
VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
VIRTUAL ASSISTANCE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
If you can think of it we can do it for you!

What our customers are saying:


Andrea Jackson of Action Jackson VA is the epitome of a professional VA.



Andrea is such a great person to work with and I value her independence and
creativeness.



Thank you so much for the great service.

Our Services
Accounting Services

Online Services

Administrative/Clerical Services

Photography Services

Bankruptcy Assistant Services

Small Projects

Coaching Services

Transcription Services

Document Creation Services

Real Estate Assistant Services

Marketing And Social Media Services

Contact us today for your free consultation!
Phone:1-800-745-0742 Website: www.actionjacksonva.com
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8 WAYS TO REVITALIZE YOUR VIRTUAL BUSINESS
by Gail Owens As Fall is upon us, we find ourselves reflecting over our accomplishments of the

past year. That makes now a great time to take a look at the state of our business,
reassess our goals, revise practices that could be more effective, and reinforce or discontinue
completely those that are not working well. Here are some things you can do to give your business a new lease on life.


Have a Business Plan.
Many of us create a business plan to obtain a business loan. But the business plan can be much
more than that. You may already have a business plan in place, but with the uncertain economy
it’s a good idea to revisit your goals and objectives for the next year. Make your business plan a
living document and update it at least quarterly. It will help you stay on track and more easily
adapt to changes in customer demand.



You are an Expert.
You know you are an expert, but if you write, speak, and network like one people will automatically associate you with your area of expertise. You’ll make a much greater impression as the
speaker at an event than simply shaking hands and handing out business cards. And you can further build expert status by writing articles for publication, having your own newsletter, or starting a blog. Additionally, create a following with a twitter account. You will be amazed at how
many people start “following” your tweets!



Define your Area of Expertise.
Many people feel that being more general about what they offer makes them more marketable.
Often the opposite is true. Most people want to work with a specialist, and one of the best ways
to stand out in a crowded market is to be very specific about what you do and who you do it for.



Become a Marketing Expert.
At core marketing means building relationships, being able to speak clearly about the benefits of
your business, and having conversations with people who might need your products or services.
Search the web for tips and talk to other professionals about the marketing efforts that work best
for them. Tweet about it.



Follow-up with new contacts, maintain connections with current ones.

You’ve likely collected numerous business cards, but what have you really done with them? Following
up is critical to business success. Consider these ways to keep your company in the front of people’s
minds:
Send individual e-mails recalling specifics of your conversation with an invitation to visit your
website.
Invite contacts to periodic virtual open-houses to see what you do firsthand.
Distribute a newsletter or blog that builds your reputation as an expert.
Promote special offers to create new interest in what you offer.
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8 WAYS TO REVITALIZE YOUR VIRTUAL BUSINESS continued..


Provide information in addition to your offerings.
Build customer trust by providing clear, concise information about your products and services,
with emphasis on the benefits to customers and your expertise in meeting their needs. Providing
helpful tips on your website, where appropriate, establishes your credibility and helps customers
see how what you do can value do for them.



Keep Prices Competitive and Offer Discounts/Incentives.
Everyone is looking for a deal these days. Whether it's reducing your prices, offering something
free as incentive on your website, or providing additional services to customers when they contact you, doing something above just selling your product or service can give you an edge on
your competitors.



Promote Results and Benefits, Not Processes.
Most people don’t care how you help them reach their goals, as long as you do it with integrity,
efficiency, and within their budget. Instead of talking about how you work, be clear about your
expertise and the changes people can expect from working with you. Get into the habit of asking
clients for testimonials and referrals and consider writing (or hiring someone to write) case studies on successful engagements you’ve had. The most effective promotion comes from satisfied
customers.

Gail Owens, of Action Jackson Virtual Assistant www.actionjacksonva.com Action Jackson Virtual Assistants are here to help you maximize your business growth and assist you in your daily administrative,
social media, and graphic design needs. Visit our site today to see how we can help you grow your business!

Doing Graphic Design Your Way!
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The Virtual Entrepreneur Crossword Puzzle
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EclipseCrossword.com

Across

Down

1.
7.
8.
10.
12.
13.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
9.
10.

Cascading Style Sheets
This is a person who is NOT an employee.
A piece of equipment.
Request For Proposals
Journalist are a in a group called the?
A person who works with only one type of
lawyer.
15. This person is creative and artistic.
17. Those who are great with words
18. Those who help others

11.
12.
14.
16.

A program that is installed on your computer.
Someone who knows how to calculate
Hyper Text Markup Language
A person who works with all types of attorneys
These people enjoy talking with others
We use this to create letters, memos etc.
Real estate agents rely heavily on these
people.
These are pictures that are drawn on the computer.
When people advertise it is called?
Being Online
A person who needs assistance100

The Answer Key will be provided with a new puzzle in the next issue so, stay tuned!
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Subscribe to The Virtual Entrepreneur
About The Virtual Entrepreneur
This EZINE was created for Virtual Entrepreneurs.
Whether you are just starting out in your new virtual
business or your a veteran virtual entrepreneur you will
benefit from the TVE!
You will find helpful tips, tricks and how to's as well as
up to date articles written by VE's just like you! These
articles will encompass all facets of working virtually.
We are dedicated to helping promote, assist, and create new avenues for your
virtual needs.
If you are interested in submitting an article or want to advertise in our EZINE
please email info@tvemagazine.com
Advertising Rates are as follows:
1/4 page - $25.00 per month
1/2 page - $50.00 per month
Full page - $75.00 per month
Deadline for article submission and advertisements is: The 13th of each month.
We hope you enjoy the TVE and if you do, please send us a note to be included in
an issue :)
Sincerely,
Andrea Jackson, TVE Chief Editor

Sign up today to receive your copy of The Virtual Entrepreneur!
To unsubscribe click here.

Celebrating the Virtual Entrepreneur In You!
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The Virtual Electronic Juggling Act!
By Kathya Kalinine

The Virtual Electronic Juggling Act—How Simple Tools Aid in a Virtual World

At first, I thought I was crazy...starting up my own business as a ‘freelancer’/consultant/remote
assistant? Who in the world would hire me to do the sort of creative work I craved doing like newsletter
design or business card layouts? Would I know where to begin? How would I get my business started?
Well, I thought about doing this type of work for years—more than 5 to be exact—and finally, after
researching on the internet, I had discovered the world of Virtual Assistants! It existed! Lucky me!
So, off I went—searching for and craving as much information as I could find. That’s when I typed in a
phrase in a search engine that lead me to www.virtualassistantforums.com (VAF). I found my virtual
assistant ‘heaven!’ There, I found out more information I could ever have hoped to find...and it flowed
like a water faucet—all free, mind you! I still use this forum every day and every day, it continues to be
a valuable tool for me to launch Emerald Virtual Solutions (EVS) all WHILE I hold a full time job. I
will have a full time day job until EVS becomes successful enough to where I can keep busy doing work
solely for my company.
After spending many hours on line at the VAF community, I came up with my company name, drafted
my vision of a logo for EVS and watched my dream become a reality. That was a little over a month
ago. I received so much positive inspiration from those who were (and still are!) successful at this and
they continue to inspire me. All this from beautiful technology!
But, here I sit...still waiting for that first client to ring my ‘virtual doorbell.’ There is SO much I want to
do to promote my business and so much time that I literally don’t have...that’s because I have a full time
job—oh yeah, I forgot about that—my full time job. But with all the incredible amount of resources out
there and the immediate satisfaction of having everything at our fingertips in lightening-flash speed,
you’d think that we would be able to launch a business in the same manner. It isn’t so, unfortunately. In
this modern age of internet telephones, mobile phones, PDAs and other electronic gadgets, you still have
to do your basic research—whether that be on the internet, in a magazine, buying a book (okay, Kindle,
too, for those of you who are techies!) or simply scouring articles at your local library.
Juggling a full time job while launching a new business is certainly no small feat. It has taught me how
to multitask like I never have before—and I’m doing a great job of it, I might add! It has also taught me
how to manage my time. Here are some simple words of wisdom I have to share with all of you aspiring
VAs who are embarking on this journey in the same fashion as me…As rudimentary as this sounds, buy
a notebook—and make it your VA bible. Yes, I know we’re all virtual, but often times, when you work
from multiple devices, such as a trusty iPod Touch (I LOVE mine, by the way!) or another computer,
you’re at the mercy of someone else’s firewalls or wireless connectivity access. That is completely immobilizing to me.
I keep a notebook that is small enough to fit in my purse but can capture anything I need to write down.
Here’s what I use that notebook for:


Writing down all those important logins and passwords—like your VAF membership, FaceBook,
Skype—to name a few. There are so many and it’s really a good precautionary way of making sure
you have some sort of tangible back up.
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The Virtual Electronic Juggling Act! continued...













Keeping all your account information handy, such as, your
web hosting, your email location and/or web-site, your bank
information, your credit card numbers (only list the last 4 digits of your card
numbers and list the phone numbers to the banks associated with them in case they
get lost)
Writing down your weekly goals (I actually do this during a work lunch break at
my employer's site so I can keep the momentum of EVS going and make sure I
don’t miss any important deadlines that I’ve set for myself)
While on the go, jotting down the name of a website (a potential client?) I see; they
could be decals on the back of a vehicle, signs on the road, information on a local
community bulletin board, etc. Note: please do not attempt to “write and drive”—please pull over or
use a parking lot breather to capture necessary info.
Writing down someone’s email or phone number—I’ve run into so many people in our local community around town and I can never seem to find that trusty scratch piece of paper when I want to
find a way to get in touch with them
Capturing a fleeting (but brilliant!) thought that will somehow aid in your business—we’ve all had
them. You know, an “Ah-ha!” or “I-should-have-thought-of-that!” moment. I’ve had so many of
them, but getting interrupted by a phone call, I lose the brilliant thought and at the end of the day, I
can’t remember it.
Holding business cards—my notebook has a little pocket that holds my cards so that I have quick
access to them while being at the ready to capture information about someone I meet (perhaps a
brief description of where you met and what you chatted about)

By Kathya Kalinine

There are so many more ways to use this seemingly archaic tool and I’m sure some of you reading this
have more ideas, so don’t be afraid to create your own system.
Here’s an update for you...My computer just got infected by a nasty virus that brought my creative flow
and work to a halt—yes, the entire thing just crashed! Luckily, after my patient husband spent the entire
morning fixing my computer, we finally got her up and running...thank goodness for my paper notebook—all my passwords and in-formation was in there in case he needed it.
While the concept of carrying around a notebook may seem elementary, I find it nearly impossible to
survive without. I have become better organized and better able to manage my time—and part of that

A full service virtual office administrative support
system designed to help you focus on building your business
while leaving all the administrative tasks to a professional.
Emerald Virtual Solutions--the solution for you!
Ph: 206.683.2100 | Fx: 206.202.4733
http://www.emeraldvirtual.com | kathya@emeraldvirtual.com
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The Virtual Grant Writer
by Cathryn Branch
The field of virtual assistance offers a wide variety of services to business owners. Most virtual
assistants offer administrative services along with a specific area of expertise or niche-- as it is
most often referred to. Some of the specialties that are offered by VA’s include but are not limited to social media, real estate, (also known as a REVA), and accounting. However, there are
other skills that can be profitable for VA’s; one in particular is grant writing.
While working towards completing a master’s degree in the field of Public Administration I had
the opportunity to take a course in grants and grants management. I really enjoyed the class and
thought that I would be able to take advantage of the skills I learned after completing my degree. Although, I enjoyed the class tremendously, I didn’t realize at the time how valuable the
skills would be for me in the future. You too may have knowledge in grant writing that you acquired in a classroom; however, turning that knowledge into application requires communication, research, organization and time management and skills.
COMMUNICATION
Communication is one of the fundamentals in running a virtual assistant practice, because most
of our contact with clients comes through email and phone conversations. It becomes even more
pronounced when it is needed to paint a picture of the necessity for a financial resource. Communication in grant writing can be two-fold, as it not only relates to communicating a need on
paper; but, also asking the client the right questions (who, what, when, where and why) to support the story for that need. You don’t have to be in the same locale as your client to create a
proposal for them; but, you do need to communicate as if you were.
RESEARCH
Another word for grant writing is RESEARCH, RESEARCH, and RESEARCH. Whether you
write romance, fiction, editorials or grants -- research is the first thing you should do before you
put pen to paper. As previously stated, before you can ever begin to express your ideas effectively, you need to ask the right questions to get the right answers. If you are not knowledgeable
of your topic, how can you ever begin to communicate effectively, on paper, a position? As a
grant writer many of the topics that are presented to you, to create a proposal, you will have no
familiarity with beforehand. Researching will always give you the answers to your questions.
ORGANIZATION
Organization of ideas, information and resources is the key. There are many components to a
grant proposal; executive summary, statement of need, project description and budget, organizational information, conclusion and evaluation/outcomes.
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The Virtual Grant Writer continued...
When you begin your research you need to begin to look at each of these areas separately. Once
your research is complete, you need to collect all of the thoughts and information you have obtained and pair them with the section of the grant that they relate to. Organizing in this way may
be a very time consuming task but will provide a smooth transition from research to writing.
TIME MANAGEMENT
Finally, considering all the skills we have discussed time management will increase your productivity. Wikipedia refers to time management as, “a range of skills, tools, and techniques
used to manage time when accomplishing specific tasks, projects and goals.” There are many
demands that will be placed on you, two that will be at the top of your list are: meeting the
deadline for submission of the grant application and submitting the grant to the client for their
review prior to the submission deadline. It is important to mention that Request For Proposals
or RFPs, as they are often called, are often released on a specific date, with a deadline that can
range from 30 days from the date it was released or it could be an application that accepts applications on a rolling basis. Effectively managing your time will enable you to take advantage of
multiple opportunities to submit RFPs, for your client, with different sponsors and other clients
that you may be writing grants for simultaneously.
As a virtual grant writer it is important to remember each of these skills and one is no more important than the other. Each skill if used effectively, will allow you to create an atmosphere that
is constructive for you and provide your client with the comfort in knowing they have the right
person for the job.
Becoming a successful grant writer is a process that will not happen overnight, but if you are
consistent in your approach you will eventually win the right funding for your client.
Copyright 2009 Cathryn Branch All rights reserved.
Cathryn Branch is a part time virtual assistant and is from Florida
USA.
Cathryn entered the TVE Article Writing contest that was held
September 25—October 9, 2009 on the Virtual Assistant Forums, and
was 1 of several entrants.
Her exceptional writing skills won her the grand prize of a full page
advertisement in the TVE along with the posting of her article.
The uniqueness of the article and the exceptional way Cathryn
presented the article won over the TVE Writers Team unanimously!

Congratulation to Cathryn Branch!
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We are here for you!
Working to assist your business
when you can’t!
Call today! 1-919-287-7232
Virtual Assistant,
Real Estate Virtual Assistant,
Virtual Bankruptcy Assistant
Visit our site today!
www.vickiofficesupport.net
Email us today!
vicki@vickiofficesupport.net
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How to Write a Press Release
by Andrea Jackson
Press Release Definition:
A press release is written in order to highlight an important event, program, or
piece of information by an organization that succinctly describes the, who,
what, where, when, why and how of the story.
The 6 basics of the press release and some questions to help you write your
press release:
Who:
Who does this press release help?
Who is it for?
Who will want to read it?
Who will benefit from it?
What:
What is the press release about?
What will the press release establish?
What will the press release represent?
What will the press release do for the reader?
What makes your press release different?
Where:
Where are you located?
Are you a brick-in-mortar business or virtual business or both?
Where did you come up with the idea for your business?
When:
When did you open your business?
When did you get your first client?
When did you decide to become an entrepreneur?
Why:
Why are you doing a press release?
Why is your press release better than the rest?
Why should your press release be picked up?
How:
How did you get into this business?
How are you making this business different than the rest?
How are your services or products better?
How do you conduct business?
How does conducting business as a Virtual entrepreneur differ from a bricks
and mortar service?
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How to Write a Press Release continued...
Now we begin with the 7 basics of putting your press release
together.
The 7 basics are:
Headline — used to grab the attention of the reader, journalist, or Press
Release establishment and briefly summarizes the news.
Dateline — contains the release date and city of the press release.
Introduction — This is the first paragraph in a press release. Generally
gives basic answers to the questions of who, what, when, where and
why.
Body — further explanation of your press release and it should contain
statistics, background, or other details relevant to the news.
Boilerplate — A short "about" section, providing independent background on your company.
Close — This symbol "###"appears after the boilerplate or body and before the media contact information, indicating that the release is
ending.
Media Contact Information (Resource Box) — Name, phone number,
email address, mailing address, website address or other contact information for the PR or other media relations contact person.

More detail on each of the 7 basics.
Headline – This is the “title” of your press release. This summarizes, captures the
content and or establishes the article.
Dateline – This is the date of the release. Not the date you wrote the release.
Introduction – An introduction to the article that captures the essence of the
entire article. It should be news worthy and grab the attention of the reader.
Body – The body should contain the keywords that your target audience is
searching for. Of course you do not want to overload your article with keywords as most media will not pick it up. But, you do want to use your keywords
effectively and expand on your introduction.
Close – This is your call to action. This is where you want your target audience to
get “fired up” and ready to call you for your services.
Resource Box (Media Contact Information) – One of the most important aspects to your press release. Your Article Resource Box is an effective tool in generating traffic to your website.
The look and feel of your Web site is a key component to success on the Web.
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How to Write a Press Release continued...
Here are some tips in creating the components of your Article Resource Box
that can help you maximize this traffic.
 Your Name: Your name and optional title should be the first thing in your resource box. Make sure your readers know that they are reading material from
an actual person, not just a business or company. This can encourage the
reader to find out more about you and the information you are providing.
 Your Website Address: Make sure your website address is in valid URL form.
 Example: http://www.Your-Company-Name.com/.
 Using the full valid URL instead of an anchor text link will ensure that your link
remains active when a publisher re-uses your article.
 Your Pitch: Create 1 to 3 sentences that encapsulate the essence of what
make you and your offer unique. This is also known as your USP (Unique Selling
Proposition).
 Your Call to Action: Now it's time to lead your reader to buy from you or visit
your website. This is where you "Ask for the Sale." Typically, only 1 specific call to
action is best. This can be as simple as "visit my website at the above link (or
include the link here) for more information on XYZ".
These are the basics of a press release. The information provided here is help
you get started on writing your own press release. Be thoughtful, concise and
honest in your press release. You do not want to say anything in your press release that you can not back up.
Andrea Jackson, Owner of Action Jackson Virtual Assistant www.actionjacksonva.com
Action Jackson Virtual Assistants are here to help you maximize your business growth
and assist you in your daily administrative, social media, and graphic design needs.
Visit our site today to see how we can help you grow your business!
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How to work with a Virtual Bookkeeper
By Lily E. Chambers, CPS/CQU

Working with a virtual bookkeeper may sound rather daunting but it is actually a fairly simple
process. The biggest issues are deciding what software program to use and where the electronic
accounting file will be maintained. QuickBooks is the most common software currently in use
in the U.S., however, no matter what software is utilized the maintenance of accounting files is
the same process whether done in-house or virtually.
Different virtual bookkeepers employ different methods of access to their client’s accounting
files. A virtual bookkeeper may start by setting up a new QuickBooks account on their server
or, if the client already uses QuickBooks, the client can send the bookkeeper a backup of their
QuickBooks file and the bookkeeper will ‘restore’ it to their server. Alternatively, the client can
set up a “GoToMyPC” or other direct computer access account so that the bookkeeper can access the client’s QuickBooks file directly on the client’s server OR the client can purchase a
monthly subscription to QuickBooks Online and both the bookkeeper and the client can access
their file directly through the internet. For any method used, it is suggested that ALL data entry
be provided by your bookkeeper’s office to maintain the integrity of the data. The client can, of
course, access their data to print reports, verify balances, etc.
Clients can provide documents by scanning the documents to email, faxing them, or sending
them by postal mail. In addition, bank statements and credit card statements can be
downloaded online and emailed or the client can provide their bookkeeper with their internet
website/password for the statements to be downloaded directly.
The bookkeeper should be the only one to enter data into the accounting software. Depending
on the location of the file, the client can either access the file directly or have a backup of their
file emailed or burned to a cd-rom and mailed via U.S. postal service to their office. Once it is
received by the client, they can then ‘restore’ the file to their own server for updated QuickBooks file access. This will not be ‘live’ data, however, so it is recommended that direct access
be arranged to the accounting file for both the bookkeeper and the client.
A virtual bookkeeper offers more than just data entry, however. They can provide invoicing,
bill payment, payroll, and quarterly tax deposit services as well as any other function normally
provided by an in-house bookkeeper. A virtual bookkeeper should maintain any physical files
received in the same way an in-house bookkeeper would do so and return the documents
(usually after year end) to the client for backup document storage.
As you can see, the entire bookkeeping process can be streamlined quite easily and modified to
meet a specific client’s needs. The advantages of having a Virtual Bookkeeper are, of course,
the same as utilizing any Virtual Assistant: reduced overhead as clients no longer need to provide office space, equipment, and supplies to maintain standard bookkeeping functions, reduced
payroll and employer tax costs because VAs are vendors and not employees, and the client is
only paying for actual time spent rather than a set amount of weekly hours, whether or not work
is needed.
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How to work with a Virtual Bookkeeper continued...
One note of caution - because a Virtual Bookkeeper has access to confidential information it is
recommended that a Virtual Bookkeeper be required to provide a signed confidentiality agreement prior to beginning work. In addition, it is recommended that any Virtual Bookkeeper that
will have direct access to a client’s funds should have a ‘surety’ bond, which is replacement insurance should the VA or any of their employees steal funds from the client’s accounts.
Once you have found a Virtual Bookkeeper that suits your businesses’ needs, you will wonder
how you ever did without one!
Lily E. Chambers, CPS, CQU is the owner and operator of The Virtual Office Goddess, LLC.
specializing in bookkeeping and office support services with over three decades of experience
in an office environment.
The author is not associated with nor endorsing any company mentioned in the article. The
information contained in this article is for general information purposes only. We make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the completeness, accuracy,
reliability, suitability, or availability with respect to the information, products, or services contained in this article for any purpose. Any reliance you place on such information is therefore
strictly at your own risk.

Virtual Office Goddess: (vûr ch - l) (ô f s) (g d s)
A being of supernatural administrative powers and attributes of business acumen with a particular talent for
small enterprise support through virtual assistance.
Why hire a mere mortal when you have access to a Goddess?

“Admin work may be the backbone of business, but keeping
current customers happy and adding new ones is the lifeblood.”
Are you spending your time handling day-to-day administrative tasks instead of
generating billable work and finding new clients? When admin work takes too
much of your time you have two options: close the doors (yea, right!) or hire
some help. The Virtual Office Goddess, LLC provides bookkeeping and office
support services to small and sole-proprietor businesses. Visit us today at
www.virtualofficegoddess.com or call us at (303) 437-3712 and schedule a free
consultation to discuss how we can help.
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From the Desk of Victoria Ring
Bankruptcy Petition Lesson of the Day
Marilyn Perkins, a virtual bankruptcy assistant, arrived from Hamden,
Connecticut yesterday and we began her 1-on-1 training session today.
During the training, Marilyn asked me to provide a sample of some petitions on PACER so she could understand how the entire process worked
after the case was filed.
I logged into PACER and found two excellent cases that provide the extreme so that these errors are easily identifiable. I wanted to pass these along to you so you can review these cases
and learn from them like Marilyn did:
For a real life example of a case where the petition was prepared INCORRECTLY:
Debtor Name: Kelley Jean Charles
Bankruptcy District: Georgia, Northern District
Bankruptcy Case No: 08-22110
Notice that the attorney filed incomplete schedules as well as filing two (not one) conversions
from a Chapter 7 to Chapter 13 and then Chapter 13 back to a Chapter 7. Also notice that this
case was kept open unnecessarily for almost a year. Think of the amount of extra paperwork
and lost profits the law firm encountered simply because no prior training in preparing welldetailed bankruptcy petitions had been implemented.
For a real life example of a case where the petition was prepared CORRECTLY:
Debtor Name: Melissa Kivel
Bankruptcy District: Ohio, Southern District
Bankruptcy Case No: 08-bk-62522
To view these cases on PACER, login at:
http://pacer.psc.uscourts.gov/
Local the proper bankruptcy court, search for the debtor by the Bankruptcy Case No and click
on HISTORY of documents in order to view the history of each case.

Victoria Ring, CEO
713Training.Com
http://www.713training.com
http://www.713attorney.com
http://www.713bankruptcy.com
http://www.navba.org
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WWW.ELOQUENTINSIGHTS.COM
Purchase Your Copy today! $10.00

81 Bits of Insight into Coping With Vision Loss offers tips for communicating,
coping, and care-giving. Whether you have low vision or no vision, you will
learn creative ways to organize your home and work environment, simplify frustrating tasks, and plan coping strategies so you can be more independent and
enjoy a greater quality of life. This booklet is also for you if you know someone
with vision loss. Discover effective, respectful ways to assist and accommodate
without compromising personal dignity. Laura Legendary is a speaker, author,
and educator specializing in disability awareness, advocacy, accessibility, and
assistive technology. Since the late 1990's, Laura has educated thousands of inhome care professionals about the best practices for interacting with clients
who have disabilities.
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The Twitter Workshop Part 2
by Jo-Carol Carpenter

Below is our second tutorial for TVE Twitterites
http://vodpod.com/watch/2006649-video-twitter-in-plain-english-common-craftexplanations-in-plain-english-video
For anyone that missed last month’s video and would like to check it out, here is
the link.
How twitter started – video by Evan Williams, Twitter co-founder
http://rowanw.wordpress.com/2009/03/24/how-twitter-started/

10 Reasons Why You Need Twitter!
1. Twitter is the latest trend in Social Media. Everyone is using it because it works. It’s
quick and simple plus it’s a real timesaver. You can tweet all your friends at the same time
without sending out separate tweets. This is in ‘real time’. That is an unbeatable combination! You can tweet from your home computer, the workplace or from your ‘blackberry’
when you are on the run.
2. Since most of the world is already on Twitter, it is likely that the people you are trying
to connect with will also be there. I am talking about the type of clients you are trying to
target. Twitter brings people together using the same interface and it can’t get any easier
than that.
3. Find friends and family on Twitter.
4. Get the latest information & updates for your business and industry. By using one of
the Twitter Tools below and your targeted keywords you will never be left out in the cold
again.
5. Start your own Twibe on Twitter. This will keep everyone in one group and it will be super easy for everyone to tweet. Also everyone will get their tweets at the same time and in
real time.
6. You need information on a new product but information is not available yet. You don’t
want to be on the outside looking in. No problem, key in what you need to know in the
Twitter Search Box then save it to ‘saved searches’. Check periodically to keep on top of it.
7. How about a brand new online course that someone told you about but you just can’t
find anything on it and you’ve looked all over. Follow the same procedure as in #6 above.
Just keep checking to make sure when the information is released that you’re there in time
to take advantage of it.
8. Twitter gives you the opportunity to let yourself be ‘found’. When you are on Twitter you
are putting yourself in a position for others to find you. It’s another way to get to meet
people in a friendly and casual atmosphere.
9. Find other people just like they found you.
10. How about free advertising for your business? Where else can you tell the world what
you can do for them and not have to pay for advertising?

How to research using the Search Box
When you want to find someone this is how to go about it. From your Home page, type
into the ‘search’ box the Twitter name of the person you are trying to locate. This gives
you real time results which appear instantly in your Twitter stream. If you don’t know
where the search box is, it is in the same box next to the magnifying glass icon in the right
margin.
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The Twitter Workshop Part 2 continued...
Saving Your Searches
Once you find who you are looking for you are done. There is no need to ever look for
them again, provided you save the search results. So, before you go on to your next task
in your To-Do list take a minute right now and save your results. Next to the first tweet in
this person’s stream on the right side is a button. It is labeled ‘save this search’. Click on it
and you’re done. This person’s name is now stored permanently on your Twitter Home
page in the right margin. So the next time you want to check this person’s Twitter stream
or send a tweet, all you have to do is head on over to the right margin and click on ‘saved
searches’. If you don’t see the name it’s probably hiding, so just click on the arrow on the
right side of ‘saved searches’ and the drop box will instantly appear for you and all of your
searches will be immediately visible. This also works for anything at all you are looking
for, not just names. See below for more examples of what you can use the search box for.

How to remove a name from your ‘saved searches’
Now you want to remove someone’s name or whatever it is that you saved from your
‘saved searches’. This is what you need to do. Click on ‘Saved Searches’ and look for their
name as explained above. Click on the name you want to remove. Again you will find that
their results appear in the middle of your Twitter Home page. Click on the red button on
the right side that is labeled ‘remove this saved search’ and it will delete that name.

You just need some information
Suppose you need to look up a product or some information on something, anything at all.
At this point that is not important. Type some keywords into the ‘search box’ and see what
it brings up.
Are you looking to find out information for your business? Whatever you need just key the
words in the ‘search box’. Keep on doing this until you find something. All it takes is a little
imagination and Twitter.

Checking up on the competition
Are they ahead of the curve or are you light years ahead of them? Check them out with
Twitter Search, key in their Twitter user names if you know them and if you don’t you just
might want to put that task on your To-do List.
Twitter is a goldmine for finding whatever you need, you just have to take a little bit of
time to see how it works and then apply what you have learned. Follow the same procedure as described above.

More Twitter Tools
Here are this month’s Twitter Tools. If you missed our column last month check out the
September issue of TVE.
What is a DM?
Since millions of people are tweeting all the time it's very easy to miss a message that was
meant for you. If you have something that you definitely want someone to see, you should
send them a Direct Message (DM). This will be sent and saved to that person's 'Direct Messages' tab until they delete it from their DM box.
How to reply to a DM
Click on the closed envelope, type in the text box above and then hit send.
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The Twitter Workshop Part 2 continued...
Twaller
Twaller is useful for travelers since it is a handy way to access local information no matter
what your destination is. www.twaller.com.
Twilert
Get an e-mail sent to you using Twilert whenever your keywords are tweeted about.
www.twilert.com.
TweetBeep
You gotta love TweetBeep! This Twitter Tool tracks conversations about you and your business or anything you want. Find out who’s tweeting your Web site or your blog, even with
a shortened URL. www.tweetbeep.com.
Monitter
Monitter is a ‘monitor’. Just another way to track tweets using your keywords.
www.monitter.com.
Tweetscan
Receive an e-mail whenever your chosen keywords are tweeted. www.tweetscan.com.
TweetDeck
TweetDeck is a Twitter ‘desktop client’ which is very popular by Twitter users.
Using this Twitter Tool give you some advantages and one is the ability to be able to have
‘saved searches’ in their separate column. It also works with Facebook and has a column
for that too. www.tweetdeck.com.
Staying safe on the Internet is always a challenge. I have included the below article from
Mashable.com which was posted in May. Even though it is not a current article, it still is
important.

ALERT: Twittercut Scam Loose on Twitter
May 26th, 2009 | by Pete Cashmore
Another Twitter scam is on the loose tonight: hundreds of affected users are unwillingly
posting the message “OMG I just got over 1000 followers today from Twittercut”, with a
link to the aforementioned site.
This appears to be a scam of the simplest type: users click the link, enter their Twitter
username and password on the landing page and suddenly find their own accounts Tweeting out the same spam message…and of course those “1000 followers” are nowhere to be
seen. It’s proving extremely effective, especially with new users who aren’t aware of such
blatant ploys.
As with the recent spate of Facebook scams, keep your wits about you and avoid
entering your login details on suspect sites. According to the Twitter status blog,
Twitter (
) is currently working to reset passwords on all affected accounts, although the
Tweets are still coming at a fast rate at the time of writing.
Also note that if Twitter resets your password, you may also need to update it in 3rd party
applications that use those details to access your account.
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The Twitter Workshop Part 2 continued...
I wanted to just let everyone know that Twitter has recently changed their Terms
of Service, I have included the link to them directly below.
https://twitter.com/tos
In my research each month I look for the best videos to educate and entertain TVE Twitterites. This month I found one that is a hoot. Enjoy!
http://faseidl.com/public/item/212447
We have come to the end of Part 2 in The Twitter Workshop.
Hope you enjoyed this month’s content.
Copyright 2009 JoCarole Carpenter All rights reserved 2009
JoCarole Carpenter, President of Shore Office Services. JoCarole
is a seasoned Virtual Assistant and entrepreneur with over 25
years of experience in upper level management and administration. My specialty is providing solutions for solopreneurs. Courtesy of www.shoreofficeservices.com. .

Did You Know that creating accounts and account profiles with links to your
websites, blogs, other profiles, articles and other web content is an effective way
to promote your Web presence?
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Post Office Box 3326
Toms River , New Jersey
08757-3758

CONTACT US TODAY!

www.shoreofficeservices.com
We provide administrative, marketing, technology,
transcription and computer services.
Since technology now is such an important part of business the world over, I
decided to include virtual services so I can help my clients no matter where
they are in the world.
Services
Administrative-Coaching Services-Computer 101-Computer Services - Computer
Software Management -Concierge Services -Consumer Issues -Customer Service Data Base -Digital Files/ Going Paperless -Digital Services -EBay Listings & Sales,
And so much more!!
http://www.shoreofficeservices.com

(732) 820-1391
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The Virtual Chatter
by Diana Buchanan

What Businesses are asking?
Q: I understand what a virtual assistant is and what one can do for me, my question is, how do I go
about paying a virtual assistant?
A: A virtual assistant can be paid through various means. If the VA is local a check, money order or
credit card can be used. If the VA is virtual there are several payment methods including PayPal,
credit card or direct deposit.
Q: How do I report the payment for contract labor to the IRS?
A: Just as a VA has to keep a record of hours worked and income, a business that contracts with a VA
must keep track of what payment has been rendered. The information is commonly turned over to an
accountant and is figured into the COG or operating expense. At the end of the year the business
provides the VA with an IRS form known as a 1099, in which the VA reports to the IRS on their
income tax when they file for the end of the year.
Q: How do I find the right VA to work with? Where do I look, the internet or
employment agencies, or somewhere else?
A: Virtual Assistants can be found on the internet with a Google search for “virtual assistant” but the
best way to find the right VA for your needs is by placing an RFP (Request for Proposal) on the
websites where virtual assistants often are members of.
A leading site for virtual assistants is Virtual Assistant Forums (VAF) which is free for both VA’s and
businesses looking for a VA. Simply place an “ad” for what your business needs are, your requirements,
and how soon you need a VA for the assignment. Available virtual assistants will answer your RFP and
then you may choose the VA that best fits your needs.
For further information feel free to visit Virtual Assistant Forums

Call
Today

Assistant2YourSuccess
When You Don't Have the Time...I Do

www.assistant2yoursuccess.com | 785.393.5562
Lawrence, KS | diana@assistant2yoursuccess.com
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The 5 Step Plan
by Gail Owens
This month I would like to discuss 5 easy steps to communicate from home more effectively.
As virtual business owners, we are at home and there are (at least in my home) many distractions. The dogs have to be let in and out (in and out, in and out). People stop by to tell me
about their religions; kids stop by to sell me candy I really shouldn’t be eating. I am sure you
can all relate.
I try to incorporate the following steps in my day.
1. Make appointments
Make appointments for important telephone calls. By setting up a specific time, you can be sure
that your client or virtual team member(s) will be prepared and more focused on the conversation. Like you, they may have done some prep work beforehand to make the call more productive.
2. Stay focused in phone conferences
It's easy to stray when meetings get long, but keep multitasking to a minimum during phone
conferences. The other party can almost certainly hear that keyboard clicking while you respond to someone else's e-mail.
3. Attend virtual weekly team member meetings
If you work at home full-time, try to set up at least one weekly meeting to keep in touch with
others.
4. Stay online as much as possible
If you're not there, it's likely that people may think you're not working—even if you're working
more than 40 hours a week. Responding quickly to e-mail will help remind people that you're
still there and being productive.
5. Be assertive
Don't always wait for people to contact you. Ask for information if you don't feel like you've
received it. Persistence pays off.

When you speak,
people will listen!
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How You FEEL Dictates How You ACT (And It Also Dictates Your 1ncome And Your
Number Of Clients)
QUOTE:"Faith is not something to grasp, it is a state to grow into." - Ghandi
Sometimes, despite the stellar marketing plans, our "positive thinking", our resolve, our determination and
manifesting, we have doubts about whether we can really "do" this. Let's admit it. Sometimes fear steps in anyway, despite our best intentions. The inner doubt begins to take over and we wonder if it's really going to
"happen".
Thing is, the way we feel about our business directs the actions that we take. And of course, the actions we
take (in marketing and otherwise) inevitably create the results we experience in our business. Those actions we
choose to take (or not) determine how many clients we have, our level of 1ncome, and the opportunities that we
take advantage of.
So, that said, how we FEEL and ACT is crucial in the process of creating the business we want. But often,
especially in times of doubt, we're not sure how to get back to a good-feeling place, do we? We want the direction
of our business to change, we want a solution to our problems to arrive. Essentially, we want a "miracle" to show
up and take care of everything.
If you're at all spiritual like I am, you already know intellectually that when we expect a miracle, a miracle
shows up. If we have faith that good things are on their way, they show up, and there's a lot to be said about positive expectation. This isn't about positive thinking. This is about faith and positive expectation and faith counts for
everything in this game.
Problem is, most people have a difficult time actually staying in a place of deep faith that what they envision
for their business (and their life) is on its way. It takes a lot of courage to BELIEVE that the results are indeed
coming. But when you believe, that process of faith is the biggest magnet for bringing prosperity to your business
and into your life.
So, how do you have faith when the current situation you are experiencing doesn't quite match the situation
you want to create? ACT AS IF. Acting "as if" helps give you the confidence to act in a different way, to be more
bold, to have less doubt.
What would actually happen if you believed that the solution, change or miracle you were looking for was
actually on its way to you right now? Would you change the way you act and feel? Asking yourself the following
question, how would you respond?
















Would you walk into your purpose with more assurance?
Would you feel more confident?
Would you trust yourself more?
Would you trust that the actions you're taking would yield results?
Would you see the speed bumps as just that, a speed bump, instead of a mountain?
Would you feel more powerful?
Would you feel more impassioned by your purpose?
Would you move with more intent?
Would you feel more awake and await your next opportunity?
Would you be less afraid?
Would you sweat the little details less than you do now?
Would you act with speed?
Would you feel a bit more confident about the fact that all things will "work out"?
Would you follow your intuition a bit more?
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How You FEEL Dictates How You ACT (And It Also Dictates Your 1ncome And Your
Number Of Clients) continued...













Would you act from your heart rather than from your "shoulds"?
Would you give yourself the permission to let go of the doubt?
Would you feel more grateful about your life?
Would you step up, knowing you could not fail?
Would you play a bigger game?
Would you have more courage and bravery?
Would you quiet down those gremlins?
Would you say yes to more opportunities?
Would you know that everything is going to be OK?
Would you be open to receiving more boldly?
Would you move ahead with more confidence?
Would you remember that you are always guided?

My experience is that your answer to all of these questions is YES. And when you FEEL this way, you begin to
ACT this way. And when you ACT with boldness, with confidence, with trust, faith and positive expectation, nothing can stop you. Success and abundance in your business are inevitable.
But it's your choice how you choose to feel. Terrified, doubtful, unsure? Or confident, bold, unstoppable. Which
do you choose? And how will your results, your life be affected because of that choice.

Your Assignment:
Take a pad of paper and pen, and create some quiet, contemplative space. Then, at the top of the sheet of paper, write down the following question:
"If I understood the "hugeness" of the miracle that is being created for me right now, at this very moment, the
miracle that's already on its way to me, how would I begin to FEEL and ACT differently in my business?"
Then write, write, write. And see what comes up. Then make the conscious decision to FEEL what you've written, and then to ACT from THAT place. When you do, the miracle, change or solution you've been asking for has
no choice but to show up.
If you're not yet attracting only "A" clients in your practice, you need to start using proven, tried-and-true
marketing techniques. I recommend the complete Client Attraction Home Study System. It's everything you need
to create a marketing message that will appeal to the best clients for you. It avoids all the unnecessary stuff and
instead gives you the most important things to do to find your niche, get out there in a big way, set up simple, solid
systems, so you consistently fill your pipeline and continually get new clients.
It's all step-by-step, not a big mishmash of things. So, you do step one of the system, and when you're done with
that, you move on to step two, and so on. So easy. All the tools, scripts, templates, and examples are handed to you
on a silver platter. You can get yours at TheClientAttractionSystem.com.

Fabienne Fredrickson, The Client Attraction Mentor, is founder of the Client Attraction System, the proven
step-by-step program that shows you exactly how to attract more clients, in record time… guaranteed. To get
your F.R.E.E. Audio CD by mail and receive her weekly marketing & success mindset articles on attracting
more high-paying clients and dramatically increasing your income, visit www.ClientAttraction.com.
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Office On the Go
by Mattie Stokes
Advances in computer technology, in our increasingly wireless and digital world, allow virtual
entrepreneurs to easily work and communicate from wherever they want, whenever they want.
Using ‘Offices on a Cloud’ and ‘Free Portable Applications on a stick’ are two ways we can
benefit from these technological advancements.

FREE Portable Applications on a Stick
Portable applications installed on a USB drive or other portable device makes it possible to
carry your favorite software, along with data and your personal settings, with you at all times.
Simply plug in your portable device, open and work with the applications you need, and then
unplug it leaving none of your information behind.
You can download preferred portable apps one-by-one or, to save time, you can download a
FREE Portable Application Suite containing a collection of pre-configured portable apps accessible via an interface menu. Using a Suite allows you to quickly and easily launch programs, as well as manage documents, multimedia files and pictures. If you need something not
included in the suite, no problem. Thousands of additional downloadable apps are available.
Though there are lots of free portable application suites you can choose from, listed below are
three popular ones you might want to check out. Enjoy!
PortableApps Suite – This popular and well-known suite is a collection of Open source
portable applications including a web browser, email client, office suite, calendar/
scheduler, instant messaging client, antivirus, audio player, Sudoku game, password
manager, PDF reader, minesweeper clone, backup utility .integrated menu, and more.
The Suite comes in three sizes: Platform Only (1.3 MB installed), Suite Light (150 MB
installed), and Suite Standard (355 MB installed). System Requirements: Windows
2000/XP/Vista and Wine under Linux/UNIX/BSD/Mac OS X. *The base apps and
some bundled apps will work under Windows 95/98/Me
Lupo PenSuite: The Full version of this portable application suite comes with over 200 free
portable programs and games. It also comes in a Lite version with only the most basic
applications, and a Zero version that contains only the launcher. It is supposed to be
compatible with Windows XP and Vista systems.
LiberKey: This website initially appears in French but you can click the UK/USA flag in
the top right corner of the site for the English version. The suite offers four versions
with software a lot like the PortableApps Suite (excluding Open Office) as well as programs that IT techs would like. The Site states compatibility with Windows 2000/XP/
Vista systems.
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Office On the Go continued...
Interested in looking at more Portable Apps? Try here and here.

Office in the Clouds: Online Office/ Productivity Suites
Most of us have been using cloud computing technology for years, generally calling them
“online services or online software”. Facebook, Gmail, and Google Docs are just a few examples. Basically, with cloud computing your computer essentially becomes a workstation to access the Internet (aka, the cloud). All applications and files you need are stored online.
Services are divided into three ‘as a Service’ industry categories: 1) Infrastructure (or Hardware) as a Service (IaaS), i.e. Amazon and IBM Services, 2) Platform (or Framework) as a Service (PaaS), i.e. Ning and 3) Application (or Software) as a Service (SaaS), i.e. Zoho and
Google Apps
Online office/productivity suites fit in the software as a service category. The suites allow
individuals from anywhere in the world to virtually share documents and work together at any
time. Most suites offer basic services for free but charge a subscription for advanced versions.
Two of the most popular office suites are:
Zoho: Zoho contains word processing, spreadsheets, presentations, databases, note-taking,
wikis, CRM, project management, invoicing and other applications. It supports real-time
collaboration and has plugin's to Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Open Office and Firefox. It claims compatibility with all operating systems.
Google Docs: Google Docs includes a word processor, spreadsheet, presentation, calendar,
form application, and more, that allows users to create and edit documents online while collaborating in real-time with other users. Documents, spreadsheets, forms and presentations
can be saved to the user's computer in a variety of formats (Open Office, HTML, PDF,
RTF, Text, and Word). There are no paid versions.
Want to know more about cloud computing including the pro and con issues? Try these links:
Cloud Computing: The Evolution of Software-as-a-Service and Living in the Clouds: Is Computer Software Becoming Obsolete. Have fun exploring!!

Copyright 2009. Mattie Stokes. All rights reserved.

About the Author
Mattie Stokes provides operational support and consultation services individuals starting a micro-business for the first time and owners of an emerging micro-business. You can contact
Mattie at mstokes@JustInTimeVA.com.
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HAVE OFFICE, WILL TRAVEL…VIRTUALLY!
Sunrise Virtual Solutions is an off-site, Virtual Assistance, independent contractor company.
I work from my fully equipped office to yours, helping business owners and
others with administrative tasks, bookkeeping, web design, and transcription
services.
With over 20 years of diversified experience and professional skills, I am well
qualified to meet the needs of business owners in almost every nonmanagerial aspect of their businesses and offer cost-effective assistance with
non-managerial duties.
Open Monday through Friday:
9:00am - 5:00pm
(Extended hours and weekends available by appointment.)

Phone: 712-560-4083

Email:
jules@smunet.net
Website:
http://www.sunrisevirtualsolutions.com/
.

Just In Time! Virtual Assistance
... when time and money count!

Not enough hours in the day?
Wearing too many hats?
You need a VA! ...
A skilled independent entrepreneur who lets you spend less time
on non-billable tasks and more time marketing, creating products, and meeting with clients.

Contact us today!
Email: Info@JustInTimeVA.com
Visit our site for more information!
http://www.justintimeva.com
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An X/HTML and CSS Tutorial Series
by Jules Burnell,

“Building Jules’ Second VA site!”
In this series of tutorials you will be taken on an exhilarating, awe-inspiring, gripping-the-edge-of-yourseat X/HTML and CSS journey. Clearly a bit of an exaggeration, except maybe to me, but I want you to
get excited about this journey! X/HTML and CSS don’t have to be boring, nor hard to comprehend.
Some of you may know that my current VA website is powered with a WordPress template that I customized. In this “Building Jules’ Second VA site!” tutorial series we will, honest to goodness, be building my second VA site. I am so thrilled to bring you along! This second VA site will put into action the
awesome joined powers of X/HTML and CSS…the dynamic duo!
The benefits? Knowing how to build your very own site, giving yourself a well-deserved sense of
accomplishment and satisfaction, plus saving you money. Maintenance is no problem either, because
you will know how to do it – or have the resources to know where to go for help. Will you be an expert
when these tutorials are finished? Perhaps not, but, you will have a firm foundation under you, and other
resources needed, to forge ahead on your own into this exciting world of web design.
This is a short list of some of what we will be covering in this tutorial series:


















How we begin – let’s lay it all out.
How to come up with a color scheme.
What needs to be in the heading of every page you create.
DOCTYPE…who is this “Doctor Type?” Can “he” really help?
Transitional or strict? Huh?
The coding behind the scenes with visual site examples as we dig in.
Graphics used to enhance, not overwhelm.
XHTML is a stricter and cleaner version of HTML – but why should we care?
You can do WHAT?! with CSS?
Padding and margins…the differences.
We’re floating!
What’s that you say? …The box model?
Positioning: Absolute…Static…Fixed…Relative…oh my!
Z-index – what it is and what you can do with it.
A little php maybe?
The Validator(s)!
Resources? Yes, we all need them!
AND MUCH MORE!

Copyright 2009. Jules Burnell. All rights reserved.
Jules is sole Proprietress of SVS and offers a convenient “one-stop-shop” for Web Design, Bookkeeping, Administrative and Secretarial services, and Transcription. If she doesn’t offer a needed service, she has other trusted VAs
only a few mouse clicks or phone call away, to offer their expertise. Jules brings over 20 years of experience and
education to the table to ensure you receive the quality and professional services you deserve. At no extra cost,
Jules provides her services with a smile and “can-do” attitude to start your day right.
Visit my website today at http://www.sunrisevirtualsolutions.com for more information about my wide-ranging services.
Warning: Please think about bringing along your mug of coffee or tea, relax, and discover what I can do for YOU.
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The Advantages and Disadvantages of Transcribing
By Kathleen Vargas As a Virtual Assistant, one of the services you may want to consider offering to

your clients is transcription. While it sounds easy enough (you listen to an audio
tape and just type what you hear), it’s much more involved than that. There are advantages and disadvantages you should consider before making your decision to offer transcribing services.
According to the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, the official definition of transcribe is, “to make a
written copy of” or “to make a copy of (dictated or recorded matter) in longhand or on a machine (as a
typewriter).” Now before you drag out your trusty old typewriter, you will need to make sure you have
a few things first. Most importantly, you will need a good computer with a high speed internet connection and both transcription and word processing software installed on it because that old typewriter just
isn’t going to do the trick anymore. Some other equipment you will need is a quality headset, a comfortable chair in a quiet room, and if you’re serious about doing transcription, a foot pedal (preferably the
USB kind). Depending on the format used (DVD, mp3, cassette, micro-cassette, etc), you may need
additional equipment for audio playback. Of course, to be an efficient transcriptionist, you must also
have a pretty decent typing speed, good listening, spelling and grammar skills.
Here are some of the points you will want to take into consideration before you decide to offer transcription services:
Advantages:





Pricing is pretty straightforward (by the word, page or audio minute/hour)
Sharpens your listening and typing skills
Opportunity to learn about new and interesting topics
Can turn into a long-term client as transcription can easily lead to other projects (editing, proofreading, article writing or creating an eBook)
 Pre-recorded audio gives you the flexibility to transcribe anytime (excellent for those who are
trying to juggle a 9-5 job too)
 With some additional education, you have the ability to specialize (i.e. medical or legal transcription) and charge a higher specialized rate
Disadvantages:








Some equipment and/or software may need to be purchased (headset, foot pedal, etc.)
You must have a decent typing speed or you are not going to make much of a living doing transcription
Sound quality, multiple speakers, accents, people talking over each other, and audience interaction can significantly slow down the transcription process causing frustration and reducing productivity
Templates provided by client may be difficult to work with
Transcription is not multi-tasking friendly; you will need to concentrate so no telephone calls or
tweets
Real-time transcription requires that you and the client are available at the same time. This does
not allow time for editing, or breaks

As with any task you perform for your client, you will need to ask some important questions before
you get started.
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The Advantages and Disadvantages of Transcribing continued...
You should be ready with a checklist of some kind, because finding out certain information
ahead of time will save you time and aggravation. Some questions you should ask your client
before transcribing:










What will the client ultimately do with the transcription (i.e. create an article or eBook)?
What form is the audio in (DVD, mp3, cassette, micro-cassette, etc)?
How will you receive the audio (mail, email, etc)?
Does the client want a hard copy or just the electronic file?
What form do they want the final product in (Word, PDF, etc)?
Do they want verbatim or do they want ums and other unfinished thoughts edited out?
How many speakers are there?
Do any of the speakers have accents?
Are they just looking to have the words put on the paper or are they looking for something that is proofread, edited, and in the final draft stage?
 Does the audio include any confidential information?
1. Will the client require a Non-disclosure Agreement in addition to the Virtual Assistance Agreement?
2. If it is medical transcription, will there be HIPPA compliance issues involved?
If you do decide to venture into the realm of transcription, make sure you have all the necessary
tools in place to make your journey a positive experience. Take your time when creating your
proposals and make sure you understand all the details of each transcription project. If you are
not sure of the terms of the project, contact the client for clarification. You don’t want to get in
over your head and disappoint your client and yourself.
Consider taking on a couple small “trial” project before officially offering transcription services
on your website. Volunteer to transcribe a meeting or two for a church or civic group to gain
some experience. You might even suggest a trade and get a client testimonial for your business! Either way it is an excellent opportunity to try out transcription, and see if it is worth adding to your business.
If you have the typing, spelling, and grammar skills that transcribing requires and you are willing to invest in some equipment to get started, then transcribing may be for you. Transcribing
can be frustrating and tedious at times, but it can also be a rewarding, interesting, and flexible
service that you can offer to your clients. While it has advantages and disadvantages, always
keep in mind transcribing is a perfect springboard to additional services you may want to market to your clients to keep your business flourishing.
Kathleen Vargas is a Virtual Assistant and the owner of The Office Virtuoso. Kathleen has
been assisting senior-level management for over 15 years. To find out more about Kathleen or
how partnering with a Virtual Assistant can assist your business, visit http://
www.theofficevirtuoso.com/ or email Kathleen at kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com.
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The Virtual Assistant Directory
AAA Virtual Solutions / Stephanie Castillon
Port Angeles, WA | Phone: 360-928-9930
Email: Stephanie@AAAVirtualSolutions.com
Website: http://www.AAAVirtualSolutions.com
Action Jackson Virtual Assistant /Andrea Jackson
Las Cruces, NM 88001
Phone: 575-636-2379 Fax: 435-518-0747
Website: www.actionjacksonva.com
Email: andrea@actionjacksonva.com
Apex Virtual Assistance/Trena Stubbs
McDonough, GA 30253
Phone: 866-926-7362| Fax 770-406-2319
Email: support@apexassisting.com
Website: www.apexassisting.com
A-South Design/Andrea South
Phone: 575-636-2379
Website: http://asouthdesign.com/index.html
Email: andrea@asouthdesign.com
Aspire Virtual Assistants/Leilani Waipa
Corvallis OR 97333
Phone: 541-230-1009
Website: www.aspirevirtualassistants.com
Email: nfo@aspirevirtualassistants.com
Bee Virtual / Gina Lloyd
Shoreview, MN | Phone: 651.245.4767
Email: bee-virtual@comcast.net
Website: www.bee-virtual.vpweb.com
Be Social Worldwide / Dawn Pigoni
Gilberts, IL
Phone: 815-893-7400
Website: http://besocialworldwide.com
Email: dawntrenee@BeSocialWorldwide.com

Carolina Bookkeeping & Business Services /
Melissa Wittschen | Moncks Corner, SC
Phone: (843) 297-6034 | Fax: (843) 761-4488
Email: melissa@mycarolinabookkeeping.com
Website: www.mycarolinabookkeeping.com
CMB Virtual Assistants / Pamela King
Memphis, TN | Phone: 901-834-2751
Email: pamela@cmbvirtualassistants.com
Website: www.cmbvirtualassistants.com
CM Office Support / Claire Zimmerman
Chepachet, RI | Phone: 401-710-7385
Email: claire@cmofficesupport.com
Website: http://www.cmofficesupport.com
DJ's Virtual Management / Jeannette LeHoullier
Temecula, CA 92591
Phone: 800-488-0945 | Fax: 800-488-0945
Email: jeannette@djsvirtualmanagement.com
Website: www.djsvirtualmanagement.com
e-Business Online Support/Janet Falkenberg
Email: janet@eBusinessOnlineSupport.com
Website: www.eBusnessOnlineSupport.com
Phone: (317) 440-0255
Emerald Virtual Solutions/Kathya Kalinine
Mill Creek, WA 98082 | Phone: 206-683-2100|
Fax: 206.202.4733
Email: kathya@emeraldvirtual.com
Website: www.emeraldvirtual.com

Essential Excellence / Cortni Marrazzo
Spokane, WA | Phone: 509-927-3757
Email: Cortni@essentialexcellence.com
Website: www.essentialexcellence.com

Business Support Group / Darlene 'Dee' Bishop
Knoxville, TN 37922
Phone: 865-694-5032
Email: dee@clovermail.net
Website: http://bizsupportgroup.com

Essential Office Solutions/Cindy Bruce
Phone: 815-433-6059 | Fax: 928-437-8157 |
cbruce@eoseasy.com | www.eoseasy.com

Buckeye V.A / Stephanie Fish
New Philadelphia, Ohio | Phone: 330-204-6570
Email: buckeyeva@gmail.com
Website: www.buckeyeva.com

GRIP Bookkeeping Services / Angelica Pacheco
Roswell, NM 88202 | Phone: 575-636-3128 |
Fax: 1-888-325-0392 |Email: jelly-25@hotmail.com
Website: www.mygripbookkeepingservices.com
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Henry's Virtual Assistant Services/Melissa D. Henry
PO Box 1508, Opelousas LA 70571-1508
Phone: (337) 942-8175 | Fax: (800) 256-0523
Email: admin@HenrysVASvcs.com
Website: http://HenrysVASvcs.com

Olinda Services / Lisa Olinda
Middletown, DE 19709
Phone: 302- 464-0510 | Fax: 206- 333-0783
Email: lisa@olindaservices.com
Website: http://www.olindaservices.com

PA/SS / Karen James
H & L Bookkeeping & VA Services / Helen Hahn
England | Phone:(00 44) 0795 267 1189
Canada | Phone: 780-753-3074
Email: Karen@pa-secretarialservices.co.uk
Email: hlva@netkaster.ca
Website: http://www.pa-secretarialservices.co.uk
Website: http://vanetworking.com/va/hlvabookkeeping/
Personnel Matters LLC / Debbie Elsner
Lafayette, IN
Ideal Administrative Solution, LLC /Kimberly K
Email:debbie@debbieelsner.com
Watt-Daniels | Milwaukee WI
Website: www.debbieelsner.com
Phone: 414-915-0327 | Fax 41-265-3067
Email: idealadminsolution@gmail.com
Prestige Virtual Services / Tina Floyd
Website: www.idealadminsolution.org
Charlotte, NC | Phone: 336-986-1058
Email: tgf@prestigevirtualservices.com
Karen Beres Bookkeeping / Karen Beres
Website: www.prestigevirtualservices.com
Phone: 262-844-1273
Email: karen@karenberes.com
Website: www.KarenBeres.com
King Business Management / Prins Cowin
Bothell, WA 98041-0309
Phone: 206-851-7011 | Fax: 425-949-4657
Email: prinscowin@KingBusinessManagement.com
Website: www.KingBusinessManagement.com
MARYLAND SECRETARIAL SERVICES, INC.
Cindy Freland | Bowie, MD
Phone: (301) 352-7927 | Fax: (301) 352-8636
Website: www.webmss.com
Email: webmss33@aol.com
MKO Virtual Business Services / Marcy ONeill
Frisco, Texas
Phone: 214-934-5999 | Fax: 214-934-5999
Email: marcyo@tx.rr.com
Website: www.mkovbs.com
My Point Assist / Marian Carter
Lafayette, La | Phone: 337-456-8138
Email: marian@mypointassistva.com
Website: www.mypointassistva.com
Offsite Office Professionals, LLC
Petersburg, WV 26847
Email: virginia@offsiteofficepro.com
Fax: 505-212-2924|Website: www.offsiteofficepro.com

Rebecca Quinn Business Solutions
Studio City CA 91604
Phone: 888-422-6111 | Fax: 888-422-6111
Email: info@rebeccaquinn.com
Website: http://rebeccaquinn.com
Sage Virtual Assistance/Shelley Halpain
4516 Crestridge Road
Fair Oaks, CA 95628 | Phone: 916-425-8088
Website: www.sageva.com
Email: shelley@sageva.com
Second Self Virtual Assistance / Pamela Cendejas
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86406
Phone: 866-921-5364 | Fax: 928-505-6373
Website: www.ThinkSecondSelf.com
Email: info@thinksecondself.com
Shore Office Services/Jo-Carol Carpenter
Post Office Box 3326
Toms River , New Jersey 08757-3758
Phone: (732) 820-1391
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com
Email: info@shoreofficeservices.com
SHARGO USA / Stacey Virgo
Lake Mary, FL 32795
Phone: 407-864-5800 | Fax: 305-675-6186
Email: shargo@shargo.us
Website: www.shargo.us
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SM Office Solutions/Winston Stewart
Phone: 513-442-0614 | Fax: 513-442-0614
Email: info@smofficesolutions.com
Website: http://hstrial-wstewart6.com/index.html

Vintage VA Services / Devon Zimny
Lincoln, Ca | Phone: 916-337-6116
Email: devon@vintage-va.com
Website: www.vintage-va.com

Stein Web Services / Cassandra Stein
Limburg, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 6431 973536
Email: cassandra@steinwebservices.com
Website: http://steinwebservices

Virtual Admin Solutions / Janet Palmer
Coral Springs, FL 33071
Phone: 954-296-3942
Email: virtualassist@att.net

Sun Rise Virtual Solutions /Jules Burnell
Iowa, USA | Phone 712-560-4083
Email: jules@sunrisevirtualsolutions.com
Website: www.sunrisevirtualsolutions.com
Tangled Webb Solutions LLC / Jennifer Hansen
Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Phone: 215-240-6025 | Fax: 215-689-2491
Email: jenniferh@tangled-webb.com
Website: http://www.tangled-webb.com
Target Stars/LaTosha Johnson
Website: http://www.targetstars.com/
Phone: 877.427.2261 | Fax: 740.422.2261
Email: targetstarsinfo@targetstars.com
The Office Virtuoso/Kathleen Vargas
PO Box 471, Midlothian, IL 60445
Phone: (708) 385-2920 | Fax: (708) 385-2920
Email: kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com
Website: www.theofficevirtuoso.com

Virtual Assistance by Jen / Jennifer Gallaher
Vancouver, WA 98666 | Phone: 360.450.2606
Email: virtualassistancebyjen@gmail.com
Website: www.virtualassistancebyjen.wordpress.com
Virtual Assistant /Ellen K. Johansen
Norway | Mobile: +47 911 50 990
Website: www.virtualassistant.no
Email: ellen@virtualassistant.no
Virtual Business Partners, Inc./Vivi Gonzalez
Fort Myers, Florida
Phone: 1-888-800-1345
Website: www.VirtualBusinessPartners.com
Email: info@virtualbusinesspartners.com
Virtual Employee Services/J. Alecci
Milford, MI 48381
Phone: 248-714-5594 | Fax:248-714-5141
Email: virtualemployeeservices@comcast.net
Website: www.virtualemployeeservices.com

TKM Virtual Services / Kim Wesley
Hanover, MD 21076-1140
Phone: 443-618-6249 Email: kim@kimawesley.com
Website: www.tkmvirtualservices.com

Virtual Excellence/Jackie Finch
P.O. Box 12354, Mill Creek, WA 98082
Mobile 425-501-4226 | Fax 615-503-4226
Email jackie@thevirtualexcellencepro.com
Website www.thevirtualexcellencepro.com

The Virtual Office Goddess LLC / Lily E. Chambers
Phone: 303-437-3712 | Boulder, Colorado
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com
Email: Lily@virtualofficegoddess.com

Virtual Exec-Assist / Alice Wilson
New Albany, IN | Phone: 812-945-7423
Email: alice@virtualexec-assist.com
Website: http://www.virtualexec-assist.com

Thompson Assistants / Jennifer Thompson
De Kalb, Illinois | Phone: 815.761.9279
Email: jennifer@thompsonassistants.com
Website: www.thompsonassistants.com

Virtual Personal Assistant/Erika Yocom
14305 Central Avenue NW Albuquerque, NM 87121
Phone: 303.522.3221
Email: erika@vp-assistant.com
Website: www.vp-assistant.com

Vineyard Virtual Services / Michele Wilcox
La Canada, CA
Phone 818-635-3252 | Fax 818-790-0228
Email: support@vineyardvirtualservices.com
Website: http://www.vineyardvirtualservices.com

Virtual Writing and Communications/Mary H. Ruth
Snow Camp, NC | Phone: 336-376-6757
Email: mary@writingVA.com
Website: http://www.writingVA.com
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Your Extra Pair of Hands / Patricia Eales
Oakville, Ontario, Canada
Phone: 905-465-9889
Fax: 905-847-7832
Email: patricia@extrapairofhands.ca
Website: http://extrapairofhands.ca
Your Virtual Office Pro / Brandy Mattix
Elkhart, Indiana
Phone: 574-849-2807 | Fax: 888-893-4902
Email: Brandy@yourvirtualofficepro.com
Website: www.yourvirtualofficepro.com

To get listed in the
VA Directory
Email:
andrea@tvemagazine.com
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Calendar of Events
Chapter 13 Bankruptcy Training Seminar
Place: Los Angeles, California
Date: October 30, 2009
More Info: http://www.713training.com/workshop/seminar_03.html
Bankruptcy Marketing Seminar
Place: Los Angeles, California
Date: October 31, 2009
More Info: http://www.713training.com/workshop/seminar_04.html
Hilton Chicago
720 S. Michigan Ave
Chicago, IL 60605

December 7-11, 2009
Register Online @
http://www.searchenginestrategies.com/

Incisive Media
32-34 Broadwick St, London

October 26, 2009
Register Online @
http://www.searchenginestrategies.com

Find the tip guy to see important tips on
how to better your SEO, Articles, Blogs
and so much more!

Looking for trendy and fashionable handbags? Look no more. Take a look in
our store to see our wide selection of designer inspired purses, wallets, cell
phone holders, coin purses, and so much more.

Receive 10% OFF
Great Bags & Accessories

Expiration Date:

12/15/2009

http://allsource.weebly.com/
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